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A THERMAL

INCREMENT

DIFFRACTOMETER

Wrrr,rau A. BassBrr awl Devrs M. Lapnau, Columbia (Jniversi.ty,
New Yorh, N.Y.
AssrRAcr
A furnace has been designed to fit the Philips r-ray difiractometer. The temperature
may be raised at a uniform rate or maintained at a controlled level from 0o c. to 1000' c.
Powdered crystalline materials are placed on a Pt-Rh plate which rests on a heating element near the center of the furnace. The temperature is recorded by a Pt, Pt-Rh trermocouple connected to a Brown recorder. Variations in intensity and angle of reflection for
oscillations or scans are charted on a second Brown recorder synchronized with the temperature recorder. The back of the furnace contains a water jacket for cooling while the
front assembly is enclosed by an inconel cover. The insertion of a berylliurn window permits
controlled atmosphere experiments. Arkansas quartz has been used to ascertain the temperature characteristics of the furnace and to obtain data on the alpha-beta lattice expansion with its accompanying intensity changes.
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Introiluction
rnvestigation of the structural characteristics of minerals at elevated
temperatures is an important part of mineralogical procedure. A method
designed to aid such investigation utilizing the x-ray diffraction of
powders at high temperatures has been describedby Weiss and Rowland
(1956) and by Birks and Friedman (1947). An instrument of this rype
may be used in conjunction with a goniometric scanning unit and may
be easily substituted for the normal diffractometer arrangement.
This paper describes a high temperature diffraction unit capable of
observations over the range 0"c.-1000" c. rt has been constructed under
the direction and with the assistanceof Professorpaul F. Kerr of columbia University. The writers are also indebted to Dr. Richards A. Rowland, Shell Research Laboratory, for suggestionsfor the design of this
instrument, and to Dr. John Thompson of the International Nickel company for providing specially cast inconel blocks of adequate size for
furnace construction.
Furnace and Sample Placement.
The heating unit was built by Professor Robert L. Stone, Department
of Ceramics, University of Texas. It consists of 0.1 mm. pt-l3/o Rh
wire set in a ceramic block 1" y ( X+' thick and is capable of an internal
temperature of 1400o C. A powdered sample may be either deposited
from suspensionon a flat Pt-Rh plate 0.1 mm. thick which then rests on
the surface of the heating element (Fig. 1) or pressedinto a flat rectangular Pt-Rh receptacle with sides 1.0 mm. high. The former arrangement
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Fro. 1. Sample, thermocouple, heating element and furnace mount of the
thermal increment diff ractometer.

yields basal orientation for micas and clays and allows for expansion
without surface buckling. The receptable may be used for orientations
other than basal spacings if the sample surface remains planar during
heating. The receptacle also furnishes a smooth, regular surface which
assistsin quantitative interpretations of diffraction intensities.
T emperatur e Record.ingand Calibrati,on
The mineral sample temperature is determined by use of a Pt, Pt-I3To
Rh thermocouple on a Pt-Rh plate adjacent to the sample and connected
to a cold junction thermocouple. The potential from the thermocouplesis
recorded directly on a Brown recorder. Temperatures may be read by
calibration of the recorder millivolt scale. This calibration was accomplished with inorganic compounds having a range of melting points
between 2OOoC. and 900o C. The calibration curve correspondsto values
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listed in the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (1955). Since the
sample surfaceis at a slightly lower temperature than the hot junction
thermocouple due to sample thickness and difierent heat reflectivity, the
millivolt scale was recalibrated by means of the known linear expansion
of Pt-Rh for temperaturesbetween0oC. and 1000" C. The formula used
is:
I't:1."(llaI*AF),

where
'
'

lr:the

total linear expansion at , temperature,

L:the initiallensth
a:0.08668X
l0-iancl
B:0.013X10-?.

This correction amounts to about 30o C. at 600o C. and decreasesat
lower temperatures.
CassetteConstruction
The heating element is embedded in asbestoswithin an inconel tray
and attached to a circular inconel plate. This plate separatesthe furnace
from a water cooling chamber and is seatedby a rubber "o" ring. The
plate is drawn tight against the "o" ring by means of three Allen head
stainless steel screws which enter the back of the plate through the
cassetteback and water chamber. Two welded monel tubes near the
back of the cassetteprovide a water inlet and outlet. The water exits
from the top of the water chamber to eliminate the collection of air. A
Hays flow switch is connected to an alarm to indicate when the flow
has fallen below f gal./min.
Two additional monel tubes are welded to the cassettein front of the
separating plate to permit either immersion of the sample in an inert
atmosphere or attachment of a vacuum line. A Ni heat radiation barrier
is attached to the cassette front by three threaded ceramic stand-off
insulators. Two rectangular slots in the banier covered by thin Ni foil
cemented with ceramic cement allow the r-rays to impinge upon the
sampleand to be reflected to the Geiger tube. An inconel cover outside
the radiation barrier is flange-boltedto the cassetteback. It also contains slits which may be covered by a thin Be sheet for inert atmosphere
or vacuum runs.
Holes in the cassetteback allow entry of the power leads to the furnace
and exit of the Pt, Pt-I3/o Rh thermocouple.The power leads are connected to a double variac-synchronous motor controller system. A variac
driven by a synchronous motor controls the power to the heating element. The desired heating rate is obtained by regulating the applied
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voltage with a second variac. A heating rate of about 10o C./min. up to
1000' C. has been found to be satisfactory.By shifting the motor from
one side of the gear reduction system to the other, the variac may be
reversed so that the furnace is cooled at a controlled rate. Two microswitches have been installed on this variac so that both lower and upper
power supply limits can be set automatically.
CelrnnerroN
Introducti.on
Finely powdered quartz from Hot Springs, Arkansas was used both to
check the accuracy of the temperature readings and to illustrate the
application of the thermal increment diffractometer. Both the structure
of quartz and its inversion temperatures have been studied by many
workers, some of the latest using a difiraction goniometer furnace in
conjunction with other methods of study (Keith and Tuttle, 1952).
Available data indicate that the alpha-beta transition takes place over a
considerable range which may vary with crystallographic direction as
well as with composition and is complete at about 574" C. The tridymite
transition is so slow, however, that a scan at 910' C. after heating for
two hours produced no significant differences in the pattern from the
beta quartz pattern at 625" C.
Results and fnfurpretations
A comparison of the diffraction pattern data for alpha and beta
Arkansas qluartz is shown in Table 1. The calculated "d" values and
intensities for the two polymorphic forms are compared with qtartz
data by Swansonand Fuyat (1953).A generalshift of about 0.4o20 may
be observedfor the low angle planesin which Z is 1 and fr is 0 or 1. Where
h is 2 and ft is 0 or 1, the shift is doubled to 0.8o 20. The majority of
reflections show no significant change in intensity from alpha to beta
quartz, but (100), (101), and (112) increasewhile (110), (102), (202),
and (211) decrease.Presumably an increase in intensity representsa
greater degree of order while a decreaserepresents a less ordered condition. The latter also show increased peak broadening which could be
expected as the degreeof disorder increases.Since beta qtartz commonly
has lesswell developed prism faces than alpha quartz, the lower intensity
and decreasein sharpnessof (110) substantiatesthis morphologicfeature.
A modification of the graphical method of successiveapproximations
was used to calculate the oo and c0 values for alpha and beta qu^rtz.
They are compared below with values given by Donnay and Nowacki

(1es4).
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Tasla 1. Arpne-Brre

Anraxsas Quanrz Colrp,q.nrsons

Alpha Quartz

Swanson and Fuyat
(alpha)

Beta Quartz

Qthtr)

d(A)

d(A)
100
101
110

r02
ltl
200
201
L12
003
202
103
210
211
113
300
212
203
301
104
302
220
ZLJ

4.264
3 .348
2.456
2.248
. lJl

.982
.819
.801
.673
.659
.605
.541
.453
.415

.288
.2553
.228
.1997

20.6
100.0
4.4
6.4(?)

4.340
3.399
2.500
2.310

22.8
109.4
2.3
1.9

4.5
4.4
8.5
r-.)
5.5
2.6
1.4
6.9

2.166
2.013
1.837

3.2
3.9
10.3

1.3

r.696
t.673
1.624
1 .566
r.477
I .433

1.8
1.9
r.6
3.6
1.0
1.3

1.5
1.6
1.6
1.5

L .347(?)
1.276
1.2495
I.2162

4 . 7( ? )

t.rlz\()

J.I

I.J

1.8
1.9
1.8

22r
114
310
311
204
303

1.t26

ArkansasQuartz
alpha ao 4.910 fi
c o 5 . 3 9 0A
beta oo 5.002 A
e o 5 . 4 5 4A

1.5

d(A)

Int

4.26
3.343
2.458
2.282
2.237
2.128
1.980
1.817
1.801
r.672
1.659
1.608
1.541

35
100
12
12
6
9
6
t7
1
7
3
|
15

r .4.).J

1418
|.382
1.375
1.372
1.288
r.256
1.228
1.1997
1.1973
1.1838
1.1802
1.1530
1.1408
t.tl44

.t

1
7
11
9
3
4
2
5
2
4
4
2
1
1

Donnay and Nouachi

4 . 9 1 0A

s . 3 eA
s . 0 1A
s . 4 7A

The linear expansionsfor (100) and (101) in 2d values plotted against
temperature are shown in Figs. 2b ar'd 2c, respectively. Bond reorganization signalling the beginning of the alpha-beta transition appears
to begin earlier for the (101) plane and takes place over a wider temperature range of the order of 60o C. or 70" C. while the (100) transition occurs
more suddenly. The transition expansion reachesa maximum at 573' C.
for (100) and at 574oC. for (101). Beyond this point there is generally a
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Frc. 2. Heating-oscillation and expansion curves of Arkansas quartz.
(o) Heating-oscillation chart for (101). Changes in separation of forward and reverse
scan peaks signify quartz expansion.
(b) Plot of 29 against temperature demonstrating the expansion of Arkansas quartz
normal to (100).
(o) Expansion similar to (b) for (101). The inversion takes place at 573" C.-574" C. in
each case.
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slight contraction of the lattice as has been noted by J"y (1933). At
about 900" C. there is a slight contraction for (100), and a slight expansion for (101). Since this is in the tridymite region, these changesmay
be related to a further change in symmetry. The tridymite transition
is extremely sluggish, however, and it is doubtful that significant reorganization to the tridymite form occurs over the span of a few hours.
Keith and Tuttle (1952) and others have noted that reflections from
all planes become hazy and divide into multiple reflections at the inversion temperature, but rejoin to form sharp reflections after inversion.
These results were secured from larger crystal fragments than the fine
grained powder used here. Sinceinversion triggers are supplied by surface
irregularities and are dependent upon grain size, fine powder should
yield sharp reflections at the inversion point. fnspection of the oscillation
diagram for (101) and (100) showsthat the peaks are quite sharp at the
inversion point (Fig. 2a). A similar oscillation was carried out under
equilibrium conditions from 555o C. to 610o C. All peaks were sharp at

Frc. 3. Thermal increment difiractometerinstalled on the Philips #-ray apparatus.
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the inversion temperature and the shapeof the expansioncurve remained
unchanged for the 10o C./min. heating rate used in the illustrated curves
(Fig. 2b,2c).
Accuracy of Data
Temperatures were read from the millivolt-temperature graph plotted
initially on a theoretical basis and checked against the fusion point of
Z n C l z ( 2 6 2 "C . ) , Z n ( 4 1 9 " C . ) , A l ( 6 5 9 . 5 ' C . ) a n d C a C l z( 7 7 2 ' C . ) . T h e
control curve was then recalibrated for the thermocouple position during
qvattz runs using the known thermal coefficients of expansion for the
Pt-Rh plate upon which the sample was deposited. The same sample was
used for all runs and several runs were made for each scan and each
oscillation. Reproducibility lies within the limit of error of the PhilipsBrown recorder system which is about *0.03o 20 and f 0.7 intensity
units on a scaleof 100 units. Temperatures are consideredto be accurate
to t4o C. between 0o C. and 800o C. and to be about +8o C. at higher
temperatures.
CoNcr,usrons
Arkansas quartz has an inversion temperature close to 573o C. which
is the temperature ior 70/6 of natural quartz specimens (Keith and
Tuttle, 1952). Inversion is believed to begin from 50o C. to 70" C. below
the transition temperature. A slight contraction of the lattice gradually
occurs above the inversion temperature and continues to at least 900" C.
There is an irregularity in the expansion for the (101) and (100) planes
at about 900' C. In the alpha-beta transition low angle reflection planes
expand as much as 0.076 A while planes having a smaller d(A) show a
correspondingly smaller change. Certain planes such as the (101) have
a more orderly atomic arrangement in the beta form while others such
as the (21t) are less ordered.
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